[Difference between transcortical sensory aphasia following the left frontal lesion and transcortical sensory aphasia following the left posterior lesion].
We assessed the difference between transcortical sensory aphasia (TCSA) following the left frontal lesions (F-TCSA) and TCSA following the left posterior lesions (P-TCSA). All the patients were right-handed and the 7 patients had the lesions in the only frontal lobe and the 10 patients had the lesions only in the left temporo-parieto-occipital regions. We administered pointing tasks, using 90 line drawings representing single nouns. We presented 6 line drawings a pointing board, and we used two kinds of pointing boards: one showed the line drawings each belonging to different categories (random categorized pointing task), the other showed the line drawings each belonging to only either two different categories (two categorized pointing task) and we presented 15 pointing boards each alternatively. The result was that regarding the patients of P-TCSA showed different number of correct answers between the random categorized pointing task and the two categorized pointing task with statistical significance. Regarding the patients of F-TCSA showed no difference between them. The results indicated that disturbance of P-TCSA on the pointing task was the disturbance of semantic process per se. And the disturbance of F-TCSA on the pointing task was that of not only semantic process but also the whole process including comprehending the presented words, searching the line drawings, comparing the line drawings with the presented word and final selection, which demanded persistent multiple memory process consistent with working memory.